
marcy. There for you from the start.

I am your anterior walking aid, and will 
assist you in your very first attempts 
to walk. I can hardly wait to start off with you!
I will support your balance and simultaneously 
train your torso muscle strength. You can adapt 
my wheelbase to suit: if you adjust it so that it 
is somewhat shorter, I become highly  
manoeuvrable and you can move me better. 
I give you more security and support with a 
long wheelbase. If you find it hard to walk in a 
straight line, I am happy to assist you with my 
direction locks. 
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GMFCS
Levels II-IV

max. 65

kg

41–98 cm

30–88 cm
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PU tyres
are highly durable.

Handles
can be adapted in height and width.

Aluminium frame
highly compact; sizes 2+3 can be folded.

Storage basket
provides space for

toys or drinks.

Three dimensionally-adjustable 
forearm supports

stabilise your gait pattern.

Frame colours 
Size 0

Frame colours 
Size 1

Telemagenta

Sky blue

Lazurite blue 
metallic

Traffic red

Frame colours 
Size 2

Anthracite 
metallic

Pure white

Frame colours 
Size 3

Direction locks
support you in walking

straight ahead.

Optional parking handbrake
provide you with more safety

and control - also in combination 
with the forearm supports.

Telemagenta

Sky blue

marcy.46

Friction brakes on the rear wheels 
control the speed so that you 
can concentrate completely
on walking.



 

Data Size 0 Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Handle height 30 - 47 cm 38 - 59 cm 53 - 75 cm  63 - 88 cm

Height of forearm rests 41 - 58 cm 49 - 70 cm 63 - 85 cm 73 - 98 cm

Handle spacing 18 - 32 cm 22 - 36 cm 30 - 44 cm 36 - 50 cm

Seat height 25 cm 30 cm 45 cm 45 cm

Total width 44 cm 48 cm 62 cm 71 cm

Total length 36.5 cm 42.5 cm 57.5 cm 61 cm

Total length (telescopic wheelbase) 39 - 47 cm 45 - 55 cm 60 - 74 cm 65 - 79 cm

max. load 20 kg 30 kg 50 kg 65 kg

Weight 4.2 kg 5 kg 7.4 kg 9.1 kg

You can find more information on accessories  
in the Price List.
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